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1. Introduction

1 Introduction

Information plays a key role in our world. With its abundant presence in our work and

leisure activities, we have more and more ways to access and share it with others. Digital

technologies  invented  to  create  and  share  information  with  others  opened  in  past

decades new dimensions in expanding our knowledge and publishing our thoughts.

Considering the huge amount of electronically available information, the acquisition

of the required piece of data is not possible without an efficient support from information

technology. Finding the data we need, its subsequent acquisition and processing, and the

help in comprehension of the content are the goals of many very different information

systems. We can already observe many solutions in this field like simple Web browsers,

personal information acquisition tools, mobile and voice search systems, industrial data

acquisition,  understanding  and  cleaning  applications,  “big  data”  systems,  etc.  These

products  rely  on many different  methods  to  take  over  from their  users  most  of  the

information acquisition and analysis tasks.

These information systems can interact with almost everyone in our society including

children and elderly  people.  Their  success  thus  does  not  only depend on their  work

performance but it also relies heavily on their user interfaces. This issue becomes an ever

hard task to solve as they offer more and more functions and they can operate on smaller

and smaller devices. Designing a proper user interface is often a harder and more critical

task than implementing the required functionality.

In many application fields the successful application of information acquisition and

sharing  systems  is  unthinkable  without  involving  human  experts  with  appropriate

domain and application knowledge.  This aspect inherently affects the performance of

such  systems  and  increases  their  operational  costs.  Many  different  research  and

development projects aimed at the transferring of human knowledge into an automated

process  of  information  acquisition  using  techniques  from  fields  like  text  and  data

analysis, text mining, natural language processing and understanding, expert systems,

user modeling and others. Such  knowledge-intensive information acquisition and

sharing systems are the primary subjects of my research.
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2 Aim of the research

In the course of my research I studied the application of artificial intelligence methods

in information acquisition and sharing. My research hypothesis was that the intelligent

agent methodology offers a proper theoretical basis for creating a unified model that can

integrate  many  different  methods  from  statistical  analysis  (“big  data”)  to  content

understanding  (“right  data”),  and  that  it  also  offers  a  flexible,  extensible  and  robust

architecture for practical implementations.

I  also put  an  emphasis  on proper  expression of  the  user's  information needs.  My

objective  was  to  investigate  how  natural  languages  can  be  used  to  give  a  precise

representation of the user's input and then unambiguously processed and understood by

the application.

The  third  pillar  of  my  research  was  the  structured  document  representation  and

processing. I aimed at the application of such methods and tools in content analysis and

integration.  My  particular  goal  was  to  create  a  unified  framework  for  content

representation that is flexible, extensible and that supports the agent-based design and

operation of the system.

My research goal was thus to explore the details of agent-based information systems

after  which  I  can  develop  the  architecture  and  the  operation  of  an  information

acquisition and sharing agent system. In addition to this I also investigated the possible

application of natural language user interfaces, the underlying language processing and

understanding methods and tools.  In the field of content integration I focused on the

application  of  XML  technologies  for  flexible  and  extensible  content  descriptions,

processing and  transforming structured  documents,  and  XML database  techniques  to

help in storing and retrieving information.

In addition to my research goals I also made significant efforts in creating prototype

applications of my theoretical results. In many cases these implementations also inspired

a further development of new academic research. I consider my work both as academic

and engineering: solving problems which arose in practical applications, creating new

methods, reaching new theoretical results, and implementing these ideas in practice were

equally important.
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3 The field of information acquisition and sharing

Information acquisition is a goal-driven task. The user describes the information need

and expects relevant content as an answer. An information retrieval system takes this

goal,  analyses  it,  searches  for  potential  information providers,  retrieves  and  analyses

their content regarding the user's input, finds the right piece of information and sends it

back to the user. The success depends on many factors: how well the information need is

described,  whether  the  requested  information  is  available  and  retrievable  from  the

sources, and also on the analysis and information extraction capabilities of the system.

Phrasing the information need, creating its internal representation, and applying it to

solve the task can be implemented in many ways. For example, database systems use an

artificial language (SQL) while Web search engines accept keywords in natural language

to describe the missing information. In order to support the widest range of potential

users information retrieval systems tend to use simple methods. This is done, however, at

the expense of their  expressive power and precision. For example,  it  is  very hard to

precisely describe a more complex information need only by listing keywords.

The requested information typically cannot be found at a well-known location in a

well-defined data format. Usually it is stored in non-structured forms in a heterogeneous

network  of  information  sources  (for  example  in  the  World  Wide  Web).  This

technologically varied environment is highly complex, distributed and changing in space

and in time, and it can also cause reliability, consistency and access control problems. In

order to overcome all the problems the system should utilize many different methods and

tools  and  it  should  adapt  its  operation  to  the  continuously  changing  nature  of  the

environment.

Content retrieved from information sources is typically not the same that is requested

by the user, it has a different structure and it is stored in a different format. To acquire

the  right  piece  of  information  from  the  source  content  is  the  task  of  information

extraction. Even in the case of sources with well-known content structure this requires

additional  processing steps.  The task becomes  increasingly complex when the source

environment is not known a priori and more processing steps are required. Information

extraction is a compound tasks that utilizes many different methods from the field of data

and text miming, natural language understanding, etc. In many cases specially crafted

unique methods yield the best results.
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In addition to these previously mentioned steps of information acquisition it must also

be noted that humans often play an important role during the process. For example, the

effective use of a web search engine requires continuous interaction from the user: he or

she carefully selects the search keywords, reads and evaluates the resulting list of Web

addresses (after which the keywords sometimes need to be changed), and finally selects

the most appealing source,  retrieves and reads its content and extracts the requested

information or processes to the next source on the list if the right data is not yet found.

Even such  a  simple  application requires  special  knowledge:  selecting the appropriate

keywords and the best possible Web address from the search results, understanding the

content of the selected source in order to extract the missing information, etc.. A more

complex industrial application usually equally requires a large amount of operational and

domain knowledge. An efficient system processing a lot of source information can not

rely on continuous interaction from human experts, most of their knowledge must be

transferred into the system that should work as autonomously as possible.

The World  Wide  Web is  the  most  influential  application field  where  we  face  the

previously  mentioned  problems  of  information  retrieval.  The  World  Wide  Web

Consortium that governs the development of its standards and technologies attempted to

address these by introducing the Semantic Web concept, that replaces the presentational

markup (HTML) with semantic markup (XML) languages in order to ease the automated

processing and  understanding of  the  Web content.  Although this  approach  (with  its

higher level parts like ontologies) is a milestone in Web history, unfortunately it unfolds

very slowly.

Semantic  Web technologies  are  here  to  use  and their  tools  are  available  in many

development environments. XML is a widely accepted, application and implementation

independent,  self-describing  data  format.  Nowadays  its  processing  methods  and

programming  tools  are  available  in  every  platform.  Content  storage  solutions  (like

databases,  document management systems) are equipped with methods and tools for

storing and retrieving structured documents.
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4 The developed agent-based system

I  have  created  an  agent-based  system  to  acquire,  process  and  share  information.  It

consists of three main subsystems:

• Agents in the Information Acquisition Subsystem select information sources,

retrieve and analyze their content.

• The Knowledge Fusion Subsystem stores the analyzed content documents in a

structured  storage,  and  it  integrates  them with  each  other  and  with  external

knowledge bases using a common conceptual model.

• Agents in the Information Sharing Subsystem provide interfaces to users and

other systems. They receive and analyze requests and answer them based on the

agent services provided by the Knowledge Fusion Subsystem.

Intelligent agents play many roles in these subsystems (Figure 1.):

• Manager agents govern many tasks throughout the system like determining the

set  of  information  sources,  operating  the  analysis  system  and  implementing

query, search and reporting functions for external users.

• Contractor agents take over tasks from managers, i.e. searching for information

sources, retrieving and analyzing content, modeling user interactions, etc.

• Interface agents provide interfaces to external systems and users, and they also

help in integrating knowledge-based components with the document storage.

• Knowledge-based agents map a certain aspect of the domain knowledge into

the system, they might also incorporate facts from the analyzed documents.

The system uses an extensible XML format to store content retrieved from information

sources. This is also used to store and integrate analysis results and it also supports the

creation of output formats required by external systems. Finally, this format is used as

content language in agent communication throughout the entire multi-agent system. The

Conceptual Model  ensures that entities in the XML documents, the storage and the

knowledge-based  components  use  a  common  set  of  concepts.  Controlled  natural

language interfaces  help in describing the users'  information need  in  a  simple  yet

expressive way. Application-specific controlled languages ensure that the sentences can

be processed, understood and translated into the internal  XML representation by the

application.
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5. Theses

5 Theses

1. Agent-based architecture

During my research I laid down the hypothesis that the intelligent agent methodology,

agent properties and multi-agent communication and cooperation schemes are suitable

to design and implement an information acquisition and sharing system.

1.1 I have created a multi-agent architecture and operation regime for the Information

Acquisition  Subsystem  whose  task  is  to  discover  information  sources  and  retrieve

content from them. A manager agent receives the description of the information need, it

decomposes the task and submits subtasks to search, retrieve and analysis agents using

the contract net protocol.

1.2  I  have  developed  a  method  to  integrate  knowledge-based  components,  the

Document  Storage  and  the  Conceptual  Model.  The  architectural  integration  is

implemented using interface agents.  An unified agent communication system ensures

transparent cooperation of all components, the common content language is based on the

Conceptual Model and the unified XML content format. I have described the integration

of Bayesian networks in detail.

1.3 I have also created an agent-based solution to the Information Sharing Subsystem.

It contains search, query, browsing and reporting manager agents that solve their tasks

based  on  the  services  offered  by  the  agents  in  the  Document  Storage  Subsystem.

Interface  agents  provide  communication  and  cooperation  with  external  systems  and

users, and context modeling agents help in better understanding their requests.

2. Analysis system and structured content representation

The  second  main  area  of  my  research  was  creating  a  universal  content  analysis

framework  and  representation  that  is  suitable  for  the  system  and  application

requirements.

2.1 I have created a special XML-based format that stores source content and all its

(differently structured) analysis results within the same document. This implementation

independent format consists of two parts: the content analyzed in many ways (this can

be freely defined according to the application's needs) and the a metadata section (this

contains information about the acquisition and processing of the source content).
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2.2 Based on this document format I have developed the theoretical operation of the

distributed content analysis system. I have described it as a model transformation system

that consists  of basic processing steps. This suits well  the agent approach and it also

allows the formal description of analysis tasks, networks, their design and verification. I

have developed its agent-based implementation, created the agents' programs to select

appropriate content parts, to analyze them and to create the expected output format.

2.3 I have developed a method to connect content parts (attributes, elements and text

parts)  of  different analysis  results  into a unified network. It  uses an XLink reference

network to store the connections. This network can also be used to provide explanation

how a given information piece created by the analysis framework.

3. Controlled natural language interface

The third main part of my work is related to developing user interfaces. I have developed

a solution that is based on controlled natural languages and tested it in many prototype

applications.

3.1  I  have  developed  a  methodology  to  describe  the  users'  information  need  in

controlled natural languages. Based on this method it is possible to create a simple yet

powerful user interface. By fixing the grammar rules, the vocabulary and the semantics I

could create a system to analyze, understand and transform (translate) the information

requests into their internal representation.

3.2  I  have  determined  the  information  elements  within  the  system for  creating  a

sufficiently expressive controlled natural language. I have developed a method for model-

based authoring of context-free controlled languages that relies on the Conceptual Model

of the application domain extended with a language-specific layer.

3.3 I have developed the operation of the controlled language user interface. I have

shown that a predictive user input system can be created that helps the users to adhere

to the restricted set of language rules and vocabulary by providing suggestions. I have

developed  an  internal  language  representation  that  is  suitable  for  both  sentence

processing and suggestion generation. I have also elaborated in detail how sentences can

be analyzed and how suggestions can be generated using context-free grammars.
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6 Practical results

I used the developed methods and algorithms in various real-world applications. I  have

implemented search, retrieval and content processing agents,  the XML-based analysis

framework, the Conceptual Model and several controlled language interfaces.

A detailed list of projects and implementations can be found in my thesis. My main

projects were the following:

6.1 OTKA F030763: Agents and Information Retrieval (leader)

The main goal of my research was to elaborate how intelligent agents can be used in

distributed  information  retrieval  systems  in  the  field  of  information  acquisition,

document processing and human-machine interfaces. This research forms the basis of my

results related to agents and information retrieval.

My research plan included studying the agent methodology, agent architectures and

their  possible  applications,  and  user  modeling.  I  have  developed  a  prototype  system

(DocMan) that provided storage, analysis and search functionality. It contained retrieval,

analysis  and  search  agents,  and it  mainly used  statistical  methods  to  process  source

content. Controlled dictionaries helped to integrate domain knowledge in the application.

The first version of natural language interface debuted in this system in a form of an

automatic query expansion tool.

This system was integrated with a Bayesian modeling tool (SEBANN). This was the

first  attempt  to  integrate  document  storage  with  knowledge-based  systems.  The

integration was based on a common conceptual model and the textual annotations of the

Bayesian model.

6.2 IKF: Information and Knowledge Fusion (participant)

The main goal of the Information and Knowledge Fusion (IKF) project was to investigate

the theoretical foundation of information acquisition and sharing, to describe a general

framework  for  its  architecture  and  operation.  My  task  was  to  design  the  system

architecture and develop a method for source content acquisition and analysis. Results of

this  work  form  the  basis  of  the  Information  Acquisition  and  Knowledge  Fusion

Subsystems.

The application goal  was to  create  intelligent  knowledge  warehouses  for  financial

applications. The system retrieved information from different sources (the World Wide
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Web, external and internal databases) according to the application's needs, stored and

processed the source content in XML form, and provided the results by filling up reports

for the users.

My main work in the project was related to source content acquisition and analysis. I

replaced  the  previous  simple,  statistical  analysis  framework  (DocMan)  with  a  more

complex system that integrates several different text processing and analysis methods.

The  XML-based  universal  document  representation  and  the  network  of  interrelated

content pieces were introduced in this project. A more advanced and detailed version of

this  system  is  described  in  my  thesis.  With  help  from  my  students  prototype

implementations were made for source content acquisition (DocuHunter) and document

analysis (Doctopus).

6.3 ConceptEditor: creating the Conceptual Model (leader)

This  aim  of  this  project  was  to  create  a  graphical  editor  that  supports  conceptual

modeling (Figure 3.). The novelty of the application created with the help of my students

was that it allows the annotation of the conceptual graph model with language-specific

information. These annotations help in generating the controlled language grammar and

vocabulary.
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6. Practical results

6.4 Web-based interface to the Hungarian Noun Database (leader)

In this project I have created a Web user interface with search and analysis functionality

for the Hungarian Noun Database. The database contains roughly 300000 nouns, each has

several properties and there are many relations between them. I faced the problem of

providing a powerful yet simple interface for querying large-scale, complex databases.

In addition to the necessarily complex Web interface – to solve its usage problems – I

have created a controlled natural language interface (Figure 4.). During its development I

addressed the problems of syntactic and semantic parsing and translation and I  have

created the controlled language rules and vocabulary.

11
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6. Practical results

6.5 Controlled language knowledge acquisition (leader)

The details of controlled language knowledge acquisition were elaborated in creating a

Controlled Language Abstracts (CLA). These are natural language summaries of longer

texts  (e.g.  scientific  publications)  and  they  can  be  translated  into  a  machine

representation (e.g. into logical statements).

With the help of my student a CLA editor was created for the Zotero publication tool

(Figure  5.).  The  semantic  abstracts  written  in  this  editor  along  with  metadata  and

statistical information collected by Zotero were transferred into a knowledge base where

the semantic abstracts were translated into Prolog expressions.

12
Figure 5. Zotero extended with a controlled language abstract editor (CLEdit)

Figure 4. A simple natural language question and its results in the Hungarian Noun Database.
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